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In the modern economic society of highly informationization, technology and 
internationalization, strategy management has become a key factor which decides the 
fates of the corporation. When corporation management has upgraded to a level of 
strategy management, China Mobile can not deal with fury competition effectively if 
it continue to use its old cost management system and doesn’t connect the cost 
management with its strategy. How to construct a strategic cost system based on the 
advanced theory and suitable for China Mobile’s development has become an 
important task nowadays. 
   This paper uses the method of normative research and field research to construct 
China Mobile’s strategic cost system. Firstly, the paper introduces the basic 
background of China Mobile, discusses from the standout problem of past cost 
management system, emphasizes on the necessarily of constructing strategic cost 
system. It also concludes relative theory of strategic cost at home and aboard and 
places emphasis on the strategic cost methods and its application in telecom industry. 
Secondly, this paper analyzes in particular the feasibility of constructing strategy cost 
system in telecom industry. It constructs the system in the order of strategy analysis, 
strategy formation, financial strategy choice and financial strategy realization. Then, it 
discusses how to form corporation and financial strategy in China Mobile after 
analyzing inside and outside circumstance, and thinks deeply on how to design cost 
factor and the key factors in the process. Lastly, this paper investigates the application 
of the strategic cost system, placing emphasis on its connection to periphery system 
and its application on budget management, decision making and performance 
management. 
   The key missions and contributions of this paper are: (1) attempts to construct 
theoretic model of strategic cost system for telecom industry, and takes China Mobile 
as an research example to explain the whole process of construction; (2) makes deep 
research on the choice of strategic cost factors on the China Mobile’s reality, suggests 
that the cost factor can be divided into two parts as financial and strategy, and brings 
forward the focus of designing the cost factor;(3) looks forward the connection of 
strategic cost system to other information system, so it has value to other enterprises 
when they consider to construct their own strategic cost systems. 
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表 1-1 中国移动有限公司历年成本占收入比 
 2004年 2005年 2006年 2007年 
电路租费 2.1% 1.4% 0.8% 0.7% 
网间互联结算 6.2% 6.3% 6.4% 6.0% 
折旧及摊销 23.5% 23.2% 21.9% 18.9% 
人工成本 5.3% 5.8% 5.7% 5.1% 
日常经营管理
费用 
32.8% 33.0% 34.1% 34.6% 
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